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‘The stuff of Nightmares’
Asian Hornets Nest
A French beekeeper
demonstrates the size of
an Asian Hornets nest,
holding it by the branch
of the Oak tree around
which it had been built.
The photo, taken at the 2009
Apimondia in Montpellier by
Richard Woodhouse, was
first published in the Nov.
2009 edition of BeeCraft.
Such a nest could support a
colony of 4,000 hornets and
this image underlines the
scale of the imminent
threat posed to the
honey bee in the UK.
See p12 to make a trap!
Have you a striking, unusual or
topical honey bee related image to
share with us all?
Send it to the

editors today!
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Fri-Saturday
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Apiary Preparation

Malcolm Fry / Tim Hall

Winter Meet - Bee Disease Recognition

David Rudland
Paul Cleaver

First Apiary Meeting
BBKA Spring Convention
Spring Bee Clinic
Equipment & Bees Auction

Bob Maurer
Andy Robinson

West Sussex BKA Auction
Mayoral Visit
SBKA Training Days
Bee Health Tour
Farmers Market
Apiary Meeting
Winter Meetings

Comments about and contributions for publication in

Henfold Copse
Woodhatch Centre
Henfold Copse
Newport
Mickleham Hall
Mickleham Apiary

11:00-2:00

19:30
18:30
from 2:00
from 11:00

Pulborough
Paul Cleaver

Henfold Copse

Liz Knee

East Horsley / Henfold

18:30-19:30

Richard Woodhouse
Richard Woodhouse

Reigate
Henfold

18:30

Woodhatch

19:30

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 20th of the preceding month.
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Please consider the environment before printing

Editorial
Stepping into the unknown with cautious optimism.
This time last year, we were exhorting you to be ‘Springing into Action’. However, as this is
being written, with the weather still being damp and mostly cold, this year seems to warrant
a slightly more cautious approach being adopted.
First inspections, whenever we can manage those, will be a voyage into the unknown for many.
The erratic cycles of swarming, supercedure and emergency feeding throughout much of last
year may yet heavily influence the state of our colonies emerging from the winter months.
Hopefully, you will be able to glean some advice and guidance from this months issue as you
embark on your own journey of discovery.
And if you don’t have enough issues, the Photo of the Month provides a timely reminder about
the threat from Asian Hornets and guidance on making an Asian Hornet Trap is also included!
On a more positive note, and conscious that equipment buying (or selling) may be on many
members minds at this time, notice of the annual Reigate Beekeepers Auction in April is given;
tips on improving the performance of a Honey Extractor is offered; and if you are still trying to
decide between National and WBC hives, a few words in support of WBC’s is provided.
And if you DO have some surplus stocks of honey from last year, the team manning our Reigate
Farmers Market stall will be happy to turn lbs into £’s for you to then spend on that equipment.
There is also a busy season ahead of courses, training and examinations, for which enrolment
and booking details are supplied aplenty.
So no time for slacking, but tread carefully. Oh, and I don’t believe we have mentioned the
Members website…yet. Make it a regular point of reference on your journey.
Richard & Graham
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Topical News
Honey For Sale Required!

an appeal from the Reigate Farmers Market stall team

The team of members who run the
Reigate Beekeepers Honey Stall at
the Reigate Farmers Market are in
need of more stock to offer the
public.

Some Honey will be needed to be held back for
display and sale at the early season shows that
Reigate Beekeepers attend. However that does
jeopardise the offering that can be displayed at
the regular “4th Friday of each Month” market
… until hoped for Spring honey can be harvested.

Do you have some surplus stocks
of jarred and suitably labelled There is no fixed commission charged on the
honey that they can offer for sale sale of individual members Honey. However
sale expenses (usually just the £26 for the
on your behalf?
Reigate Market stall pitch) are paid out of gross
Did you know … the selling price at the
receipts of all individual members’ honey sold
market stall is now £6.00 per lb jar.
on the day. So if none of your Honey is sold,
This price reflects the general supply situation, you incur no costs. But but if sales of your
and has been readily and sympathetically Honey represent say 10% of all Individual
members’ sales on the day, you contribute 10%
accepted by the buying public.
of the expenses.
However, with outputs well below normal last
year, and public demand still high for locally If you believe you can help bolster supplies,
produced honey, stocks are running very low please get in touch with Richard Woodhouse.
Mob: 07710 245993
indeed.

Himalayan Balsam a threat or an asset ?
A leaflet published by Rotary International in The leaflet does however provide a nice balance
Great Britain and Ireland appeals for help in by going on to say …
eliminating Himalayan Balsam, pointing out
There is a beekeeping lobby which feels that
that …
Himalayan Balsam should be allowed to
‘… it obliterates other natural growing wild continue to grow … as it is much visited by both
plants, and reduces the amount they are bumble and honey bees...’
pollinated.
‘From a biodiversity and conservation point of
On river banks it can kill off the vegetation
growing there and, then, when it dies back in
the autumn, exposes the river bank, leading to
erosion.’

view a balance has to be struck between
helping sustain insect populations with balsam
and other species, and the obliteration of native
plant communities by large stands of Himalayan
Balsam.’
‘While it is illegal to actively distribute balsam
seeds, it does not preclude the option for
beekeepers to have some balsam in their
gardens, providing it does not spread outside
their boundaries’.
Source: Himalayan Balsam an invasive non-native
plant, published by Rotary International

Link to the Environment Group page of the
Rotary International’s website
Do you have a view on utilising Himalayan Balsam
for your bees? Visit the Reigate Beekeepers
Members website and post a comment.
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Secrets of the honey bee bite
A previously unknown honey bee defence In laboratory neurophysiological trials in the School
weapon against Varroa and a potential new of Biology of Aristotle University in Thessaloniki
natural anaesthetic for humans.
(Greece), 2-heptanone was found to have a similar
mode of action to Lidocaine, the dominant local
Researchers have discovered that honey bees can anaesthetic used in humans and other mammals.
bite as well as sting and that the bite contains a 2-heptanone is found naturally in many foods such
natural anaesthetic. The anaesthetic may not only as beer and white bread and is so safe that it is
help honey bees fend off pests such as wax moth permitted as a food additive by USA regulatory
and the parasitic Varroa mite, but it also has great authorities. 2potential for use in human medicine.
heptanone therefore offers considerable potential
The surprise findings discovered by a team of as an alternative to Lidocaine.
researchers from Greek and French organisations in Very recent laboratory research using mammalian
collaboration with Vita (Europe) Ltd, the UK-based cells in the USA, has confirmed Vita’s expectations
honey bee health specialist, will cause a complete that the anaesthetic could be as effective on humans
rethinking of honey bee defence mechanisms and and mammals as it is on insects and mites.
could lead to the production of a natural, low toxicity
local anaesthetic for humans and animals.
In considering the biological impacts of the findings,
Dr. Alexandros Papachristoforou, a Vita researcher,
The natural anaesthetic that has been discovered in said: “It is amazing that this second line of honey
the bite of the honey bee and measured at the bee defence has gone undetected for so long.
University of Athens is 2-heptanone (2-H), a natural
compound found in many foods and also secreted Beekeepers will be very surprised by our discovery
by certain insects, but never before understood to and it is likely to cause a radical rethink of some
have anaesthetic properties. Independent tests have long held beliefs. It will probably stimulate honey
verified Vita's findings and the potential of 2- bee research in many new directions. For instance,
heptanone as a local anaesthetic.
many beekeepers have spoken of the 'grooming'
As a naturally-occurring substance with a lower behaviour of honey bees in helping to control Varroa
toxicity than conventional anaesthetics, 2- populations. This grooming behaviour can now be
heptanone shows great potential.
interpreted as biting behaviour.”
Until recently, research seemed to indicate that
2-heptanone was either a honey bee alarm
pheromone that triggers defensive responses, or a
chemical marker signalling to other foraging bees
that a flower had already been visited. Vita's results
contradicted these notions.
The new research clearly shows that 2-heptanone
paralyses small insects and mites bitten by bees for
up to nine minutes. Somewhat like a snake, the
honey bee uses its mandibles to bite its enemy and
then secretes
2-heptanone into the wound to anaesthetize it.
This enables the honey bee to eject the enemy from
the hive and is a particularly effective defence
against pests, such as wax moth larvae and Varroa
mites, which are too small to sting.

Dr. Papachristoforou described how the unexpected
properties of 2-heptanone were discovered: “We
were investigating wax moth control. Wax moths
are a serious honey bee pest whose larvae consume
wax and pollen, often completely destroying
honeycomb. When exposed to 2-heptanone, which
is produced naturally by honey bees, the wax moths
appeared to die. However, on closer inspection, we
realized that the wax moths were merely
anaesthetised for a period of one to nine minutes.
This was quite unexpected, so our scientific team
set up a series of rigorous experiments to find out
what was really happening and came up with our
remarkable discovery.”
Source of this article is ABJ Extra News, web link

http://us1.campaignarchive1.com/?u=5fd2b1aa990e63193af2a573d&id=88c
Dr. Max Watkins, Technical Director of Vita (Europe)
2ca5969&e=221be60fc3

Ltd, said, “We are very excited about our findings
on at least two levels. Firstly, the revelation that
honey bees can bite enemies that they cannot sting
confounds some existing ideas and adds significantly
to our biological knowledge. Secondly, the discovery
of a highly effective natural anaesthetic with huge
potential will be of great interest to the
pharmaceutical industry eager to develop better
local anaesthetics."

The research has just been published in the peerreviewed journal, PLOS ONE.
(Several organizations contributed to the research in
collaboration with Vita (Europe) Ltd: the Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki in Greece, the French Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), Université
Paris-Sud, Cyprus University of Technology, and the
University of Athens.)
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Bar Coding may help make ‘super honey’
Wales has become the first
country in the world to
DNA
barcode
all
its
flowering plants.
This
scientific
breakthrough opens up
huge potential for the
future of plant conservation and human health.
The work was carried out at the National
Botanic
Garden
in
collaboration
with
Amgueddfa Cymru-National Museum Wales and
project partners from various universities.

Plants can now be identified from pollen grains,
fragments of seed or roots, wood, dung,
stomach contents or environmental samples
collected from the air, soil or water.
Barcodes and the battle against disease
Honey collected honey from throughout the UK
and is also being testing for its ability to kill the
hospital acquired infections, MRSA and
Clostridium difficile.
DNA testing the honey will then identify which
plants the bees visited to make it.

The Barcode Wales project, has created a
reference database of DNA barcodes based on It is hoped to be able to make a super honey
the 1,143 native flowering plants and conifers by allowing bees to forage on plants that
of Wales, assembling over 5,700 DNA barcodes. provide high antibacterial properties.

Gift Aid - Admin Vacancy

Colony Health Survey

The daughter of a member of
Meon Valley BKA, Anna
Jennings is an undergraduate
at Southampton University
The time has come to pass this responsibility back to a Surrey reading for a degree in
environmental science.
based beekeeper, and so SBKA are looking for a volunteer...
SBKA asks if Surrey members
The work involves:
could help by responding to
● the collection of data from each of the treasurers of
Anna’s questionnaire for her
seven of the Surrey divisions following their
dissertation
on
‘Factors
preparation of the September year end accounts,
Affecting
Colony
Health’.
● keeping the records of members who are entitled to
The processing of the annual Gift Aid Claim with
HMRC on behalf of SBKA has been undertaken by
Andrew Barnett for some time now, despite his
having moved to Dorset two years ago.

The questionnaire can be
downloaded
from
the
Members Website. Look for the
‘Undergraduate Survey’ notice
If you can spare some time please contact:
on the sites Front Page or
Sandra Rickwood, SBKA Secretary, tel: 01932 244326 Noticeboard.
have gift aid claimed on their subscriptions and
donations,
● preparing the annual claim and submitting it to HMRC.

Members News

Reigate Membership = 197+
Unfortunately some members have still not paid a
subscription for the current year.
A few have replied to my prompt but several have not.
For those members, BeeCraft subscriptions have already been
cancelled, and early in March I shall also be cancelling their
BBKA membership.
So to all who haven't paid "Bye-Bye, it was nice to know you"
Mike Hill
March 2013
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Beekeepers Advice & Tips
March Tips Checklist
We are now in a critical phase, colony populations are at their lowest and most of the bees
in the hive will be old bees that have over-wintered; they will not survive very far into the
Spring. Any setback at this stage can be fatal to the colony, so we must ensure that they
have sufficient food - which must be close to the cluster - and that there is as little disturbance
as possible so that they can get on with important work. Because of the rapid expansion of
the brood nest more colonies starve in March than at any other time of the year.
Early in March, do not inspect (as apposed to checking) the bees unless you have a very
good reason, and remember the wise advice of our founder Miss Whyte-Johnson “do not
open the brood box until the Apple is in bloom”. If the weather is warm (above 15°C), you
can quickly lift the crown board and check the stores. If the colony needs feeding, ie less
than two frames, then there are three options: provide fondant, sugar syrup, or a frame of
honey. If you have any stored frames of honey in good condition quickly put them next to
the brood nest, but do not disturb the brood nest. If it is still very cold stick with fondant,
syrup should only be given if flying is possible. If the weather is mild the bees will use a
rapid type feeder, otherwise a contact feeder is better.
Ÿ Heft colonies and if they are heavy then leave well alone. Any that are light will require
further checking.
Ÿ If a colony has eaten its way across the brood nest and the only food is in frames on the
other side of the brood nest, then you can move a frame of stores so that it is beside the
cluster. On no account split the cluster and put the stores in the middle.
Ÿ Check the smell by raising the cover board - a cold and dank hive may have died ammonia or mousy smell may indicate a mouse - decay and a horrible smell may mean
brood disease. Any hive which has died should be shut down and if possible removed
from the apiary.
Ÿ Make sure there is a suitable water source.
Ÿ Ensure all hive entrances are clear, remove any dead bees and other obstructions.
Ÿ Remove mouse guards by the end of the month.
Ÿ If a colony does not build up, they may have Nosema (try feeding sugar syrup containing
menthol or thymol at 0.1%).
Ÿ This is also a good time to treat for varroa if your colonies need it. Thymol based
treatment is preferred.
Ÿ If a colony has over-wintered on two brood boxes they can be reduced to one on a warm
day. Remove the lower box and place any stores beside the brood in the upper box.
About three weeks later add a brood box of foundation above the box with brood.
Ÿ Put supers on to strong colonies by the end of the month, not for honey storage, but to
give the bees space; this helps to reduce swarming.
Ÿ Plan to replace with foundation at least four brood combs a year in every brood box; or
preferably plan to conduct a ‘Bailey Change’ or ‘Shook Swarm’.
Ÿ Consider the age of your queens and plan to replace any that are over 18 months old.
Ÿ Continue recording the condition of your colonies.
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Events News
AUCTION OF BEES & BEE KEEPING EQUIPMENT
SATURDAY 20th APRIL 2013 at MICKLEHAM
Whether you are possibly just starting up, or looking for extra
equipment to buy for the coming season, or maybe you have some
unneeded equipment or a colony to sell; prepare for it and get
yourself along to the Reigate Beekeepers Auction.
Viewing on the day from 11:00 a.m.
The auction will start at 12:00 pm.
Visit Paynes Southdown Bee Farms Ltd at their own stall on site.
Refreshments will be available on site.
At Mickleham Village Hall, Dell Close, Mickleham, Surrey RH5 6EF - just off the A24,
between Leatherhead and Dorking.
To sell your items of equipment or colony(s) of bees, please provide a
completed Sellers Registration Form by the 16th April.
However, the auction will be restricted to 300 lots, so please submit your form asap.

Terms and Conditions can be viewed, downloaded and printed as required: click here.
A Sellers Form can be electronically filled-in and emailed to the Auctioneer: click here.
A Sellers Form can be manually filled-in and then posted to the Auctioneer: click here.
A Catalogue of items to be sold will be available on Friday 19th April to view or download
from the Reigate Beekeepers Members website or http://www.reigatebeekeepers.org.uk
Questions? email the Auctioneer, Andy Robinson at: events@reigatebeekeepers.org.uk
Spring Bee Health Clinic - Saturday 20th April 2013 at Mickleham
During afternoon of the
Auction,
the
Mickleham
Community Centre will also
host the Reigate Members
Spring Bee Health Clinic.

There will be charge of £1 per colony, up to
5 colonies, and then 50p per colony after that.
Each freshly killed colony sample brought
needs to contain about 30 older bees, as any
disease will be more developed and easier to
spot. Sample at the hive entrance the
previous day, either blocking it with grass to
collect returning foragers, or holding a plastic
bag over the entrance to catch bees flying
out. Pop the bees in the freezer overnight.

This will be an opportunity to have your bees
checked for Nosema and is a useful tool in
bee health management. The severity of any
Nosema found can determine whether you
simply treat an affected colony to new clean Bob Maurer will welcome members offering
frames and foundation, or whether you need to be part of the team of ‘bee crushers’ and
to destroy it to protect unaffected colonies.
‘microscopists’ that will be needed on the day.

These two events will run concurrently. Within the Community Hall, refreshments will be on
sale, for which offers of help in arranging & providing will be welcomed by Andy Robinson.
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Have you been beekeeping for three years and passed your Basic Assessment ?
Then the BBKA General Husbandry Certificate is the next practical step, designed for
beekeepers who prefer the practical approach rather than the written examinations.
On the day, your assessment is conducted by two BBKA Assessors and consists of:
● inspection of the candidate's apiary, equipment and honey handling equipment.
● manipulation of one or more colonies of the candidate's bees
● demonstration of a method of selective queen rearing

See below for SBKA seminar and practical training sessions.

Surrey Beekeepers Association - Training Days
(1) Friday 10th May 2013 11:00 - 5:00 pm
East Horsley Village Hall, KT24, 6QT

BBKA General Husbandry Certificate - Seminar
Dr Ivor Davies will explain the syllabus and answer questions
Tickets cost £25 per person, including a light lunch

40 places available
(2) Saturday 11th May 2013 morning and afternoon
Morning Session - Reigate Teaching Apiary
Afternoon Session - Weybridge Teaching Apiary

BBKA General Husbandry Certificate - Practical Sessions
Dr Ivor Davies will lead two practical sessions (am and pm) to guide
potential candidates for the General Husbandry Certificate through hive
inspections and the practical elements required.
Tickets cost £25 per person

Places limited to 12 in each practical session
For payment details and to secure a place please email Sandra Rickwood on
rickwoodsbka@gmail.com or phone 01932 244326
Full Directions and Confirmation of Place will be provided upon receipt of payment

Henfold Copse - Saturday 2nd March
A busy day at the apiary is in prospect to with: plus …
An opportunity to Meet and Welcome the
new ‘Class of 2013’ beekeepers as they
are shown around the apiary.

An Apiary Tidy-Up and
Frame-Making Session

… both are planned and necessary to prepare Contact Paul Cleaver to offer your help and
for the summer season of Wednesday participate in these important activities.
Meetings that kick-off in April.

March 2013
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BBKA Microscopy and Basic Assessment News
BBKA has amended the date by which applications for the Microscopy Exam
have to be submitted, so if you meant to let me have your application by the end
of February but didn’t quite get round to it, never fear, you now have until the
end of August. However, to be certain I can get them to BBKA by that date,
please make sure forms are with me by Tuesday 27th August, and don’t forget
there is a Bank Holiday that week.
There has also been change in arrangements for the Basic Assessment. All
basic assessments for 2013 must be completed by 31st August. As application
forms have to be with me a month before the date the basic is held, this means
I need all forms no later than 31st July, although bearing in mind August is
holiday month for many people, please don’t leave it until then if you want
candidates assessed in August. The assessors are busy people and can get
booked up many months in advance.
Tips for filling in the application forms
● Make sure you have downloaded the most recent version of the form from the
BBKA website. The form changed at the beginning of 2013, so don’t rely on a
photocopy of an old form.
● Please make sure the certificate of entry qualification is signed by a course tutor
or branch committee member otherwise the forms have to be sent back so that
this can be done and this causes a delay.
● Make sure you fill in your name and address in the middle box on the bottom of
the form.
● Please also fill in my name and address in the left hand box at the bottom of the
form. I had to write it in over 30 forms at the beginning of the year.

The current application form can be found on the BBKA website
under the tab ‘Learn about bees’.
Completed forms and cheques payable to ‘BBKA’ should be posted to:Celia Perry White Gables, 68 Broadhurst, Ashtead, Surrey, KT21 1QF
If you have any queries you can contact me by phone on 0790 3991120 or by email at
beeexams@hotmail.co.uk Celia Perry County Exam Secretary

Question Time!

Did you get the answers you expected … or hoped for?
Advice to respond to DEFRA consultation (do!);
Improving Queen quality (read Queen Rearing
Simplified by Vince Cook, in our Library);
Do Bait Hives work? (maybe);

The February Winter meeting took the format
of Question Time, with an expert panel
composed of Malcolm Broatch, Adam Leitch,
Alan Byham, Bob Maurer and Celia Perry, with
Mike Hill as Chairman.

The best way to change comb in Spring (start
by having over-wintered on double brood);
The best Bee Equipment Purchase (a Dadent
Smoker);

Views on advertised chemical treatments (only
Topics included:use approved products if at all possible).
The minimum colony size to successfully overwinter (probably 5 frames);
Check out the Members Website for extensive
How to protect hives against mice (preference ‘Beekeeping Basics’ information and coming
for single holes through entrance blocks);
soon, a new ‘Help and Discussion’ forum.
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Website News
Have you visited the Members website yet?
The new Members website has been photographs perhaps and records of notable
up and running for one month now. events. Embarrassingly, there is a BIG hole
from the end of the 1980’s through to the end
Have you visited yet?
of this centuries noughties!
And importantly, have you re-visited?
Unlike the Public site, re-launched in November Also, do make regular visits to check the sites
last year, the Members site content is being Noticeboard for new notices (Noticeboard). Not
routinely refreshed and kept bang up-to-date all events, activities or messages can
… not only with current topical items but with necessarily wait until the next months BeeNews
is circulated. The division does avoid, where
a rapidly growing reference content.
possible, issuing separate short notice
Do check-out the wealth of Knowledge Base
messages or alerts to members by email &
information and guidance already now available
post. Our editorial intention is to use the
for you. (Knowledge Base>Beekeeping Basics)
Members website to carry ALL such notices, and
For this content you can be grateful for Jack’s
progressively limit those reproduced in BeeNews
work in adapting and illuminating, with well
found images, already respected instructional to major or membership specific issues.
material from the Mid Bucks Beekeepers Finally, DO TELL US WHAT YOU THINK
Association’s website. We hasten to add that ABOUT THE SITE AND ITS CONTENT. Make
MBBKA have kindly given permission to do so! use of the “Comments” facility found at the foot
Elsewhere, Graham has been delving into the of most pages on the site. What’s missing?;
divisions History, the results of which are What is there too much of?; How easy/difficult
already providing new insights into a long and is it to find stuff?; What could you contribute?
illustrious existence. (Membership > RBKA
History). There are however significant gaps in
the time line. We look to you to help fill some
of those gaps with recalled anecdotes,

The Web team of Jack Chapman, Graham
Pooley & Richard Bradfield
The Members Website address is provided in the
email that delivered this edition to Members only.

Apiary News
Henfold Copse - 2012

report by Tim Hall Apiary Manager

The year can perhaps be best described as
“Soggy”. And it was certainly a challenging one,
if only to get in and out of the apiary. That
particular problem is about to be resolved with
a new access track surface soon to be laid.

Visiting the apiary one sunny Saturday this
January, bees were flying from all 10, which
was very encouraging. I have been down a
couple of times since and fed them with
fondant, but it had been too cold to note activity.

Despite all the adversity during the year,
congratulations to all the Trainees, Trainers,
Mentors and supporting Members for their
efforts. Both Bees and Beekeepers who
survived the teaching at Henfold, have
hopefully all learnt something.

So, hopefully this cold spell will soon be over
and can look forward to a much brighter 2013.
Please do lend a hand with the Tidy up and
Frame Making session on the 2nd March.

Otherwise it’s back to ‘summer’ business on
Wednesday the 3rd April. See you all then.
By the year end, 10 colonies went into winter.
Tim

Buckland - 2012

report by Alec Bourhill Apiary Manager

Not on the scale of other divisional apiaries, They were eventually united to over-winter as
Buckland is a modest privately owned garden a single colony and it remains to be seen how
hosting a few of the division’s hives. The 2 that has come through the past months.
colonies struggled, yielding only 6 lb of honey.
Alec
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Questions & Answers
Please send your questions and queries to the editors
page)

(contact details on last

and we will seek out an answer or explanation to publish in a future issue.

Question - What is Queen Balling ?
Some people believe balling behaviour could
have its origins in nest defence as exhibited
by the Tellian bee; where they attack a larger
adversary, such as the tropical hornet which
is a pest in Algeria, by surrounding it in a ball
and killing it. Since most of our current bees
have derived from or have the genes of the
Tellian bee, it seems that this may be a
Some sources consider balling to be an attack possible explanation for the behaviour, but
on the queen and others believe it is protective not necessarily the reason.
behaviour. Observations suggest that both
behaviours take place, depending upon the
circumstances.
The subject of balling the queen has long
been a subject of discussion am ongst
beekeepers and still its reasons rem ain
largely a myst ery. There seems to be
several different reasons and reading
what little literature there is on the
subject provides little clarity.

The characteristics of balling appear to include:● A sphere of 25 - 30 workers surround the
trapped queen, forming a ball about the size
of a large walnut. Odd clusters of two or three
bees fighting each other may also be in the
immediate vicinity.
● During balling, a hissing sound is heard,
and the bees are very agitated.
Brother Adam also stated that balling is an
A variety of reasons have been put forward to 'everyday occurrence' with the Tellian bee,
explain the initiation of balling including:so normal rather than abnormal behaviour.
● Unseasonable disturbances, usually in the
E.B. Wedmore in his book ‘Manual of
early Spring.
● When a queen has recent l y been Beekeeping’ says the following about balling.
introduced, or prem ature exam ination
‘When balling, the bees form a ball with the
of a new queen aft er introduction.
queen at the centre. Balling is accompanied
● The queen acquiring a strange odour as
by a distinctive hissing sound in the note of
a result of being handled.
the colony. The ball will become tighter if the
● A newly mated queen returning to the
beekeeper endeavours to break it by hand
wrong hive.
or by the application of smoke, and the queen
● During times of colony stress, poor weather,
will probably be damaged or even suffocated.’
when st ores are short, or during robbing
● The queen being fright ened.
The ball can be broken up by dipping in
● During unit ing two colonies when
water, but this will not resolve the reason for
sometim es both queens can be balled.
the balling behaviour.
Balling can also occur after the colony have
superseded their queen. When the new queen
emerges, the bees will kill the old queen by
balling her, (clustering around her tightly so
she gets too hot and dies). This is sometimes
called the ‘cuddle of death’.

Balling remains one of those beekeeping
mysteries, but because it often occurs in the
Spring it is best to cause minimum colony
disturbance at this time of year.
Graham Pooley
with thanks to Dave Cushman
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Balling photo source bugsbugsbugs-bughunter.blogspot.com

DIY Suggestions & Tips
Make your own Asian Hornet Trap
The Asian Hornet, Vespa velutina, is an
aggressive predator of honey bees and other
beneficial insects. Adult hornets are highly
mobile; the rate of spread across France is
approximately 100 km/year. There is now great
concern that this exotic insect will reach the
UK, either by hitching a ride on imported goods
or simply by flying across the channel.
An NBU fact sheet explains fully how to make
a trap, what bait to use and how to report
any captures of an Asian hornet. Hanging this
simple device in your apiary will allow you to
monitor for pest arrival and, if necessary, help
to protect your colonies from attack. This
should be especially effective if used in spring.

DIY Suggestion

Making your own is
fun and saves money

The construction only is reproduced here:
Tools and materials you will need
● Clear plastic drink bottle with screw cap lid (2 litre)
NB. check diameter is as close to 10.5 cm as possible.
Most will be 10 cm or less;
● PVC “soil and vent access plug” plumbing fitting
(standard diam. 10.5 cm), with removable end cap;
● Disc of wire mesh (diam. 10.5 cm; mesh size ~3 mm)
● Small sheet of wood or plastic (approx 20cm x 20cm);
● Length of wire, e.g. old coat hanger, (approx 60 cm);
● A small plastic cup or bowl to hold bait mixture;
● PVC adhesive;
● A pair of scissors;
● A drill with 2 drill-bits, diams. 5.5 mm and 7 mm;
● A sheet of fine sand paper;
● A saw;
● A pair of clippers or pliers.

At 5mm above the grill, drill a ring of smaller
holes (diam. 5.5 mm). These will serve as exits
for smaller non-target insects accidentally
caught in the chamber. Use sandpaper to
smooth the inner and outer edges of the holes.
Insert the body of the bottle to a depth of 5cm
into the plumbing fitting and glue into place.
How to make the trap
Invert the neck of the bottle, insert into the
For the trap entrance, use the saw to cut the bottle’s body, but do not glue into place.
top off the bottle about 2.5 cm below its The bait cage consists of the space inside the
shoulder. Using the drill, loaded with the 7 mm plumbing fitting formed under the protection
drill bit, make three holes into the screw cap of grill. The bait cage can be opened and closed
the bottle. Screw the drilled cap back onto the by removing/replacing the plumbing fitting’s
bottle top and fix in place with glue. The size removable cap.
of these entry holes is important as they are
just wide enough to permit passage of Asian The overhead guard consists of a wooden board
hornets, but narrow enough to exclude larger or plastic sheet (20 cm x 20 cm), placed 15 cm
native European hornets that may be attracted over the top of the open trap. Suspend the trap
itself from the roof using two lengths of the
to the trap’s bait.
wire, each about 15cm long.
The capture chamber comprises the body of the
plastic bottle and the PVC plumbing fitting. Cut Don’t forget to make a hole in the centre of the
the bottom 3.5 cm off the bottle and discard. wood through which to put a suspension wire
Cut the wire mesh into a circular disc needed to hang up the finished trap.
(diam.~10.5 cm) and place this snugly into the National Bee Unit, Food and Environment Research Agency, Sand
Hutton, York. YO41 1 LZ
plumbing fitting as shown in the diagram Telephone 01904 462510; email nbu@fera.gsi.gov.uk; NBU Web
(protection grill). Glue into place.
Site: www.nationalbeeunit.com
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Equipment News
Honey Extractor - Cage Up-Grade

by Graham Fyson

Graham had not been happy about the way the I contacted the manufactures in Italy directly,
internal cage of his tangential spinner worked. expressing my concerns and suggesting
improvements that could be made. Lega
So he decided to do something about it…
Costruzioni Apistiche responded by redesigning
their cage.
I have a medium sized
four frame tangential
At this point, I hasten to add that there was
frame spinner, supplied
nothing unique about my suggested design
by Maisemore Apiaries,
changes or indeed about the solution now made
but manufactured in Italy
by the manufacture, and I neither expect or
by
Lega
Costruzioni
seek any attribution for the change.
Apistiche.
Although promoted as being a four frame
spinner, in practice I had found that the design
of the cage into which the frames were placed
was unable to securely hold more than two
frames at a time.
The design required two pairs of
frames to be positioned along the
long sides of the rectangular cage.
The image (right)
shows the cage only,
but with the position
and circumference of
the spinner body
indicated by the
chalk line. In the
cage is a single
shallow frame along
one of the long sides.

But what I did receive for my troubles was a
new free cage to the modified design that I
have now assembled and fitted. (above)
This new design allows the centrifugal force,
when spun, upon all four frames to exert
maximum effect on their outermost faces, with
each frame now located at one of four equal
You will be able to see that with the cage sides of the cage.
rotating in a clockwise direction, the frame as
It certainly seems to me to be much easier to
shown will remain held against the cage by
use than the original and should work much
centrifugal force. But a frame on the opposite
more efficiently.
side, or placed adjacently on the same side, will
be thrown across the cage.
Lega Costruzioni Apistiche have stated that the
improved design will become available, but one
Consequently,
the
cage
could
only
would need to deal with the retailers.
reasonably take two frames at a time, and not
four as advertised.
It is not yet shown on Maisemore’s website or
In addition, because the centrifugal force upon in their 2013 catalogue, so to ensure you obtain
on the face of the frame diminishes the nearer the improved version, whether buying a
the frame is to the spindle, the spinning effect complete extractor or a replacement cage to
upon the frame is not uniform or fully effective, ‘upgrade’ your existing, check when ordering.
and therefore very inefficient.

Meanwhile, I would be quite happy to discus
Not a very satisfactory situation, and one that the design if anyone wishes to contact me.
I decided to do something about.
Graham gdfyson@googlemail.com
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In Praise of the WBC Hive
I know that if I were a bee, I would rather live and supers will fit inside WBC lifts, although
WBC innards are cheaper, being made of lighter
in a WBC hive than in any other type.
timber.
I hasten to add, that whilst WBC’s are fine for
the hobbyist, with a few hives, they are not Disadvantages
ideal for commercial beekeepers or those who
WBC hives are more expensive, due to the
wish to transport their hives on a regular basis.
double walls. The trick is to buy good second
hand equipment. WBC roofs tend to lift off more
Some historical background
easily in a gale. This is easily fixed with the
The National hive, so popular in Britain traditional brick on top. Poor W. Broughton Carr
nowadays came into being during World War II knew nothing of aerodynamics when he
as a result of severe timber shortages, and designed a roof that looks so good but is a
should be regarded in the same way as dried perfect aerofoil!
egg and utility grade underwear; one of the
There is more woodwork to shift when
unfortunate exigencies of austerity.
examining the hives but WBC lifts make useful
The WBC hive is a double walled temporary stands when taking a hive apart with
hive developed by William lots of supers. (Bees in WBC hives tend to fill
Broughton Carr in the 1880’s lots of supers!) WBC hives are much more
from an earlier design of Mr. difficult, but not impossible to transport. The
T.W. Cowan. Both of these men last two disadvantages make WBCs unsuitable
were giants of beekeeping in for the larger operators or commercial
the latter part of the 19th beekeepers.
century.
The things I like
W. Broughton Carr is also credited with
I am sure WBCs are
inventing the metal frame spacers, or metal
warmer in Winter and
ends, still in use today and the invention of
cooler in Summer and keep
shallow frames for supers.
out the damp better.
Remember
persistent
Lee’s of Uxbridge, a well known beekeepers’
damp is by far the worst of
suppliers until the 1980's, added the finishing
the elements of the British
improvement in 1920 by making the lifts
weather from the bees’
‘telescopic’ i.e. with sloping sides to allow them
point of view.
to fit over each other easily. (After World War
II, foreign designs such as the Langstroth and
You can fit a nucleus box on top of a brood box,
Dadant also appeared in Britain.)
when uniting and yet be inside the
The WBC has an inner brood box and supers, weatherproof outer layer under the roof. I really
not unlike a National but made of lighter timber, like the infinitely variable entrance slides as
and an outer weatherproof set of ‘lifts’ with an opposed to the limited choice of entrance
air space between them and the inner boxes, afforded by the National. These can be made
to take the standard mouse guard for Winter.
rather like a cavity wall.
It is the classic English beehive of ‘chalet’ The generous flight board makes it easier for
bees landing with a heavy load and for the
appearance, with a gabled roof.
beekeeper to see what is coming in. ….And, of
The WBC, like the National, takes B.S. frames course they look so much better in your apiary
with a top space so frames can be easily than a collection of ‘old boxes’ which many
exchanged. The WBC has ten frames in the hives seem to resemble.
brood box and supers. National brood boxes
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…..courtesy of Joe Dodd Harrogate & Rippon BKA

Meet the Committee
Buzziest Interview - this month: Di Wilson
: What’s happening?
DW: Having been to the Bee Question Time, I
am thinking of changing/cleaning my hive
floor. But it is raining, so just thinking!
: How long have you been a beekeeper
and how many hives do you have?
DW: I have been a beekeeper for three years,
I have one hive which I thought might grow to
two in the Summer, but the weather turned
wet and some swarmed, so back to one.
: Why did you start Beekeeping in the
first place?
DW: My sister gave me a ‘bee day’ for my
birthday and that's where the whole bee
keeping thing started. Joined Reigate and
started with a hive run by Adam and then got
my own.

: What sort of a Beekeeping year was
2012 for you?
DW: Interesting! Got off to a flying start and
I thought the colony would need splitting only
to find it had swarmed with only some bees
left. And the wet weather was not the kind I,
or the bees, liked. Flying, flowering and
foraging was all to be out of sync. The only
reassuring thing was that other beekeepers
and the clubs bees were experiencing the same
issues.
: How long have you been a RBKA
member and just how did you become enlisted
on to the Committee?
DW: Although only an RBKA member for three
years, I was ‘invited’ to assist Gill Simpson
with
the
secretaries’
role.
Members
participation is what makes the club stand out
from the others.
: So, being new to the role, what’s your
understanding of what the job entails?
DW: As secretary assistant I mostly take the
minutes of the committee/AGM meetings and
circulate them. Assisting Gill and the
club/committee when and where required. I
am laid back and not very organised, so Gill
looks after the records.

: What do you think might be the most
challenging aspect of the role?
DW: Finding time to write up the minutes while
the details are still in my head, so I can
decipher and make sense of my notes.
: And the most satisfying aspect?
DW: It is all worthwhile and a great way of
both giving something back to the club and
meeting members.
: Do you have a message for the
members?
DW: Don't be shy to volunteer for club events,
you learn a lot, meet great people and it can
be fun.
: This will be the last Buzziest committee
member interview, until another new face
appears on the block ... so just what are the
Committee Meetings like?
DW: Very ‘Buzzy’ with a nice cup of Tea or
Coffee and a good night cake.
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: Thank you Di.

Honey Recipes
Favourite Reigate Recipes
This month we feature some easy to prepare but very delicious sweet offerings, from Mike
Hill’s recipe collections, that will also remind us to check and feed our bees sweet stuff.
Please send your favourite honey recipe or interesting culinary use to the editors.

Recipe (21) ‘No Need to Bake’ Chocolate Cake
2 tablespoons Honey
8 ounces Digestive Biscuits
(crumbed)
2 ounces Butter
4 ounces Plain Chocolate
2 ounces Marshmallows
(quartered)
1 ounce Chopped Nuts

Melt butter, chocolate and honey together
over a low heat.
Stir in the biscuit crumbs and nuts and
finally, the marshmallows.
Press into a lightly greased 7 inch tin and
refrigerate until completely set.
Turn out and cut into about 12 pieces.

Recipe (22) Micro-waved Honey Cake
4 ounces Honey
2 ounces Dark brown sugar
3 ounces Butter
6 ounces Wholemeal Self
Raising Flour
4 fluid ounces Milk
1 Egg
1 teaspoon ground Cardamom
0.5 teaspoon Mixed Spice
0.5 teaspoon Bicarb of Soda
Using the microwave you’ll
have a home baked cake in
next to no time.

Grease and line a 2 lb microwave loaf dish.
Put honey, sugar and butter into a suitable
bowl and cook on ‘High’ for 2 to 2.5 minutes
until the mixture is bubbling.
Sift together the flour, spices and soda.
Stir into the melted honey mixture with the
egg and milk.
Transfer to the prepared dish and cook on
high for about 8 minutes.
Note - The mixture should be springy to
touch but slightly sticky.
Set aside for 5 minutes by which time a
cocktail stick inserted into the centre should
come out clean.
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